Start

Paradise Woods (Cedillo, Abel) was put in tight and steadied entering the first turn, settled toward the inside but failed to respond thereafter. Secret Spice was forced

WOW CAT (CHI), slow into stride, was unhurried at the tail of the field, wheeled out seven wide entering the stretch and finished with a belated gain.

DUNBAR ROAD settled toward the inside, came under a ride on the second turn, split horses and angled out entering the stretch, churned on and improved

CANDY pulled to contention, shifted out and chased four wide, was still in with a chance entering the stretch, but weakened in the final furlong and faded.

Serengeti Empress sprinted

BLUE PRIZE (ARG) was unhurried into stride, settled off of the inside, ranged into striking distance on the backstretch, made a swift sweeping move five wide through the second turn, struck the front a furlong out, quickly opened clear and held safely. MIDNIGHT BISOU settled saving ground, advanced between rivals on the second turn, angled out entering the stretch, kicked on well but was unable to reach the winner. SERENGETI EMPRESS sprinted clear to set the pace, controlled the tempo into the stretch, was collared a furlong out, gave way but had enough left to preserve the show spot. OLLIE'S CANDY pulled to contention, shifted out and chased four wide, was still in with a chance entering the stretch, but weakened in the final furlong and faded. DUNBAR ROAD settled toward the inside, came under a ride on the second turn, split horses and angled out entering the stretch, churned on and improved.

Footnotes

BLUE PRIZE (ARG) was unhurried into stride, settled off of the inside, ranged into striking distance on the backstretch, made a swift sweeping move five wide through the second turn, struck the front a furlong out, quickly opened clear and held safely. MIDNIGHT BISOU settled saving ground, advanced between rivals on the second turn, angled out entering the stretch, kicked on well but was unable to reach the winner. SERENGETI EMPRESS sprinted clear to set the pace, controlled the tempo into the stretch, was collared a furlong out, gave way but had enough left to preserve the show spot. OLLIE'S CANDY pulled to contention, shifted out and chased four wide, was still in with a chance entering the stretch, but weakened in the final furlong and faded. DUNBAR ROAD settled toward the inside, came under a ride on the second turn, split horses and angled out entering the stretch, churned on and improved position. MO SEE CAL broke sharp, settled off of the pace along the inside, tipped out entering the stretch, but came up empty in the drive and retreated. WOW CAT (CHI), slow into stride, was unhurried at the tail of the field, wheeled out seven wide entering the stretch and finished with a belated gain. STREET BAND was put in tight and steadied entering the first turn, settled toward the inside but failed to respond thereafter. SECRET SPICE was forced wide into the first turn, hustled along in mid pack, but faltered leaving the second turn and faded. LA FORCE (GER) failed to respond. PARADISE WOODS broke a step slow, rushed to contention between horses, was used up after six furlongs and dropped out.